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ABSTRACT 

High temperature fuel cells such as the solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) and the 
molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC) are considered extremely suitable for electrical 
power plant application. Both SOFC and MCFC performances are evaluated using 
validated models that are built in Aspen customer modeler and integrated in Aspen 
Pluse TM. In this article, a new combined cycle consisting of two-staged SOFC and 
MCFC is proposed. In this combined cycle, the anode flows of the first and second 
stage fuel cell stacks are connected in parallel. Moreover, a steam injected gas turbine 
(STIG) cycle is considered in STIG-SOFC cycle. The performance of SOFC cycle, 
STIG-SOFC cycle, and combined cycle are evaluated and compared. The simulations 
results show that the net efficiency of the combined cycle is 63.5%. On the other hand, 
the net efficiency of STIG-SOFC and SOFC cycles are 54.4% and 51.8% respectively. 
In other words, the combined cycle with two-staged SOFC and MCFCs gives better net 
efficiency than the cycles with single- staged SOFC. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Fuel cells are electrochemical devices that convert the chemical energy stored in a 

fuel into electrical power and have the advantage of continuous supply of reactant gases. 
The basic physical structure or building block of fuel cell consists of an electrolyte layer 
in contact with a porous anode and a cathode on either side. The main attractive features 
of fuel cell systems are high efficiency, quiet operation, fast load response, and near 
zero emissions. These being features render the fuel cells as prime candidates for 
providing local or national wide power systems for a sustainable economy while 
maintaining a clean environment. The most common classification of fuel cells is by the 
type of electrolyte used in the cells, and operating temperatures. Fuel cell can be divided 
into two types; low temperature fuel cell types and high temperature fuel cell types. The 
high temperature fuel cells such as solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) and molten carbonate 
fuel cell (MCFC) are considered extremely suitable for electrical power plant 
application.   

The concept of using a gas turbine (GT) or steam turbine (ST) power plant in an 
integrated cycle with high temperature fuel cells has been well known for many years. 
Waste heat recovery from turbine exhaust is known to improve GT performance 
significantly. In general, employing ST cycles can provide the best performance. 
However, a ST system requires a large bundle of equipment for ST cycles and seems to 
be complicated and costly [1]. The steam injected gas turbine (STIG) cycle is a gas 
turbine cycle in which the heat of the exhaust gas of the turbine is used to produce 
steam in a heat recovery steam generator [2]. This steam expanded in the gas turbine 
itself.  

A new approach is using serially connect fuel cells. Fuel cells have a higher 
efficiency than gas turbines and by raising the part of the cycle power they supply, cycle 
efficiency can be raised. In Ref. [3], analysed a power generation system consisting of 
two-stages externally reformed SOFCs with serial connection of low and high 
temperature SOFCs. They showed that the power generation efficiency of the two-
staged SOFCs is 50.3% and the total efficiency of power generation with gas turbine is 
56.1% under standard operating conditions. 

Hydrogen is expected to become a major energy carrier in the future energy 
economy. Hydrogen is not freely available in nature. As a result hydrogen is most of the 
time produced from fossil fuels. Hydrogen can be produced by reforming natural gas in 
a reformer which is fed with steam produced with waste heat available in the cycle. This 
is called external reforming (ER). Due to the high temperature in the high temperature 
fuel cells and the water production during the electrochemical reaction, SOFCs or 
MCFC can allow for internal reforming (IR). This means that natural gas is directly fed 
into the fuel cell, where it will convert to hydrogen. The heat necessary for this 
reforming reaction is delivered by the electrochemical reaction in the cell. The 
performance of internal and external reforming molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC) 
systems is investigated. The simulations show that the internal reforming MCFC system 
is more efficient than the external reforming MCFC system [4].  

In previously paper [5], Two types of combined cycles is investigated: a 
combined cycle consisting of a two-staged combination of IT-SOFC and HT-SOFC and 
another consisting of two stages of IT-SOFC. The simulation results show that a 
combined cycle of two-staged IT-SOFC can give 65.5% under standard operational 
conditions. Furthermore, by optimizing the heat recovery and the gas turbine use, the 
efficiency can go up to 68.3%. In other words, intermediate combined fuel cell systems 
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together with high temperature gas turbine systems can lead to highly efficient power 
cycles. 

In this paper a thermodynamic models for an IR-SOFC and IR-MCFCs are 
developed using a process simulation tool, Aspen software. Several types of high 
temperature fuel cells cycles are proposed and investigated: a new combined cycle 
which consisting of two-staged SOFC and MCFCs and single cycle with IR-SOFC only. 
Moreover, in the gas turbine part, steam injected gas turbine cycle is considered in the 
STIG-SOFC cycle.  The aim of the paper is to find the best cycle configuration. 
 
CYCLES DESCRIPTION  

The SOFC and MCFC cells currently in operation are fueled with methane. The 
high temperatures inside the SOFC and MCFC cells stacks can make it possible to 
reform the methane directly inside the cell if steam is provided at the inlet. The heat 
necessary for this reforming reaction is delivered by the electrochemical reaction in the 
cell. Water and fuel are provided at atmospheric conditions. The fuel is pure methane 
(CH4). The fuel mass flow rate being burned in the combustor is varied. The 
characteristics of the systems are given in Table (1). Pressure is kept constant at 4 bar. 
The cathode inlet temperature of the SOFC stack is controlled to be 800 °C. 
 
SOFC and MCFCs combined cycle 

Figure (1) shows a cycle diagram of the combined cycle consisting of two-staged 
SOFC and MCFCs. Water and methane are admitted into the heat exchangers H/E2 and 
H/E3 to generate steam and to preheat the methane. The pre-heated methane is mixed 
with steam. The mixture is split into two equally parts. Part of this mixture is supplied 
to the anode side of the MCFC stack. The remaining part of the mixture passes to the 
pre-heater, where it is heated to a given temperature, and then enters into the anode side 
in the SOFC stack, see Figure (1). The remaining anode and cathode gases from the 
SOFC stack are recycled to the combustor. Part of the heat released in the combustor 
(stream 2) is used in the pre-heater; the remaining heat is used to heat up the burned gas. 
This burned gas from the combustor passes to four heat exchangers H/E1, H/E2, H/E3, 
and H/E4 respectively. In three of these heat exchangers the hot effluent of burned gas 
releases the heat necessary to preheat the cathode inlet gases, generate steam, and 
preheat the methane. The compressed air from the compressor (COMP2) is supplied to 
the heat exchanger (H/E5).The air coming from the H/E5 is further heated to 800°C at 
(H/E1) before it flows into the cathode side of the SOFC stack. The combustor exit gas 
which contains a major part of air, CO2 and H2O is heated at H/E4, and then is split into 
two parts. The first part is the cathode inlet gas of the MCFC stack. The remaining part 
of the combustor exit gas and cathode outlet gas of MCFC are mixed, the mixture is 
sent to heat exchangers (H/E6), gas turbine and heat exchangers (H/E7) and (H/E8) 
respectively. The remaining anode gases of the MCFC stack is recycled to the 
combustor. 
 
SOFC cycles 

The SOFC and STIG-SOFC cycles are presented in Figure (2) layout A and 
layout B. The SOFC cycles are similar to the combined cycle (Figure (1)), except that 
there is no MCFC stack. Therefore, in the SOFC cycle the combustor exit gas is heated 
at H/E4, and is sent to a gas turbine and heat exchangers (H/E7) and (H/E8) 
respectively. While, in the SOFC steam injected gas turbine (STIG-SOFC) cycle the 
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majority of steam which is generated in a heat exchanger (H/E7) is directly injected and 
simultaneously expanded in the gas turbine together with combustion gases, see 
Figure (2). There is no heat exchanger (H/E8) in STIG-SOFC cycle. 
 

 
 
Figure 1: Schematic diagram of combined cycle (COMP: compressor; P: pump; H/E: heat 

exchanger) 
 

 
 

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of SOFC cycles: layout A and B (the dotted line is for B) 
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Table 1: Input parameters of the high fuel cells systems 

 
 
CYCLES ANALYSIS METHOD 
Modelling assumptions  
• The assumptions and conditions of the models used in the simulation program 

are as follows: 
• steady state conditions with negligible frictional losses; 
• negligible changes of potential and kinetic energies in any process; 
• changes in the composition of the anode and cathode gases are only significant 

in the flow direction; 
• oxidant and fuel are considered ideal gases; 
• Nernst potential is independent of hydrostatic pressure graduations; 
• the operating temperature of the cell is equal to the temperature of the outlet 

cathode and anode. 
• pure methane (CH4) is used as fuel.  

 
Thermochemical aspects: water gas shift reaction and methane reforming 

In the models, the chemical reactions are assumed to be in equilibrium, i.e. that they 
occur instantaneously and reach the equilibrium condition spontaneously at each 
position.  
For SOFC models the electrochemical reactions are as follows:  

−− →+ 2
22

1 2 OeO              cathode                                                                                    (1) 
−− +→+ eOHOH 22

2
2     anode                                                                                       (2) 

OHOH 222
1

2 →+           overall   reaction                                                                      (3) 
 
For MCFC models the electrochemical reactions are as follows:  
 

−− →++ 2
322

1
2 2 COeOCO         cathode                                                                       (4) 

−− ++→+ eCOOHCOH 222
2
32     anode                                                                        (5) 

OHOH 222
1

2 →+                          overall   reaction                                                       (6) 
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The high temperatures inside the SOFC and the MCFC stack allow for reforming 
the methane directly inside the cell if steam is provided at the inlet. The chemical 
reactions of fuel reforming and water-gas shift are as follows: 

224 3HCOOHCH +⇔+  fuel reforming  reaction                                                       (7)  

222 HCOOHCO +⇔+        water-gas shift reaction                                                       (8)  
The electrochemical and water–gas shift reactions are exothermic, whereas fuel 

reforming is a strongly endothermic reaction.  

DESCRIPTION OF THE SOFC AND MCFC MODELS  
The fuel cell is treated as a single control volume in which the steady state flow 

energy equation is applied with the assumption of negligible change of kinetic and 
potential energy. In order to determine the cell performance, the overpotential must be 
deducted from the Nernst potential ( E ), which represents the ideal performance.  

losscell VEV −=                                                                                                              (9) 
Evaluation of voltage drop in SOFC 

The overpotential is expressed by activation ( actV ), ohmic ( ohmV ) and 
concentration    ( concV ) overpotentials. Activation overpotential which estimates losses 
due to slow electrochemical kinetics Ohmic overpotential, which estimates losses 
associated with ionic and electronic resistance throughout the fuel cell. Concentration 
overpotential, which estimates losses due to mass transport limitations, becomes 
significant when amounts of current are drown from the cell [6]. The activation, ohmic 
and concentration overpotentials can be calculated by the following equations 
respectively: 

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛=

T
baiVact exp             (10)  

tohm iRV =              (11) 

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
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⎝

⎛
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i
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TRV 1ln            (12) 

The cell voltage of the SOFC can be calculated by: 
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⎟
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⎞
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2
1
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2
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       (13) 

Evaluation of voltage drop in MCFC 
In this paper, the internal resistances of the MCFC stack can be calculated as 

follows the ohmic cell resistance ( ohmr ), anodic reaction resistance ( anpolr , ) and cathodic 
reaction resistance ( capolr , ) are reflected in the functions of the reaction temperatures and 
partial pressure of gas constituents [7]. The ohmic cell resistance included the ionic and 
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electric resistance; it is calculated using an Arrhenius equation as function of the 
operating temperature as follows:  

  ⎥
⎦

⎤
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⎣

⎡
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The cell voltage of the MCFC can be calculated by: 
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Electrical power of the fuel cells  
The electrical power produced by the fuel cell is calculated by: 

 IVW cell=&                                                                                                                    (18) 
The heat lost to the environment over the cell boundary at equilibrium can be 

determined by evaluating the entropy rate balance for a control volume. 
( )cvcv STQ σ−Δ=&                                                                                                       (19) 

Where: 
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The entropy production, which is actually the irreversibility, is related to the 
electrochemical overpotential by Ref. [7]: 

losscv V
T
F2

=σ                                                                                                              (20) 

Figure (3) shows a schematic diagram of thermodynamic analysis of fuel cell stack. 
Incoming flows into the control volume are the anode and cathode inlet gases, outgoing 
are the anode and cathode outlet flows. Electrical power is transported over the 
boundaries, and heat can also be extracted. Application of the First Law of 
Thermodynamics to the fuel cell stack in steady state conditions then gives the 
following: 

outcoutcoutcoutaoutaouta

caincincaninaina

nThnTh
nThnThWQ

−−−−−−

−−−−

−−
+=+

&&

&&&&

)()(
)()(

                                 (21) 

W&  is the electrical power, and the indexes a and c stand for the anode and cathode 
gases, respectively. Q&  is the heat transfer rate between the fuel cell stack and the 
surroundings. Assuming that anode and cathode gases leave at the same 
temperature, outT  the energy balance simplifies to: 
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                                  (22)  

The operating temperature of the cell is assumed to be the outlet cathode and 
anode temperature. Equations (19) and (22) yield the outlet temperature outT  andQ& , 

where the electrical powerW& is given by equation (18). 

 
Figure 3: Schematic diagram of thermodynamic analysis of fuel cell stack 

 
Cycle performance variables 

The steam to carbon ratio is defined as the ratio between the mole flow rate of steam 
and the CH4 mole flow rate to the anode.  

4

2/
CH

OH

n
n

CS
&

&
=                                                                                                                  (23) 

The fuel utilisation factor is defined by:  

inCHCOininH

consumedH
f nnn

n
u

42

2

4 &&&

&

++
=                                                                                       (24) 

The fuel cell efficiency ( FCη ) is defined as the ratio of power produced by the fuel 
cell (SOFC or MCFC) to the lower heating value ( LHV ) of the total amount of fuel 
( LHVmQ tottot = ) supplied to the system. 

tot

FC
FC Q

P
=η                                                                                                                   (25) 

The net cycle efficiency ( netη ) is defined as the ratio of the power produced by the 
fuel cells ( FCsP ) and the turbine, minus the total compressor power, to the ( LHV ) of the 
total amount of fuel ( totQ ) 

tot

compturbFCs
net Q

PPP −+
=η                                                                                         (26) 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
SOFC model validation 

The SOFC model has been validated against the Selimovic model and Stiller 
model [8-9] using the input values of a Benchmark Test (BMT). The BMT was defined 
by the participants of the IEA (International Energy Agency) program for the numerical 
simulation of SOFC planar geometry. The fuel and air flow rate were adjusted to the 
exact values selected by each compared model. The comparison in Table  (2) shows that 
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the SOFC model produces similar results in the cell voltage, current density and the 
power. The calculated cell temperature is slightly higher in the present model. However, 
the difference is rather small and the model is confirmed to be a reliable tool for SOFC 
operation simulation. The SOFC model behaves physically correct and accurate. 
 

Table 2: Validation of the SOFC model 

 
 
MCFC model validation 

The MCFC model has been validated against the Au model using experimental 
results of an MCFC cell. This MCFC cell was manufactured installed and tested by 
Ishikawajima- Heavy Industry Co. (IHI) and was successfully operated for 3330 hours 
before the measurements described in Ref. [10] were performed. The anode was fed 
with 80% H2 and 20% CO2 humidified at 60°C.  The cathode was fed with 70% air and 
30% CO2. Measurements were performed under atmospheric conditions. The flow rate 
of both anode and cathode gases were set according to the current load and required 
utilisation. The results of the measurements at several fuel gas flow settings are given in 
Table (3). 
 

Table 3: Cell voltage as a function of current load for several fuel gas flow rates 
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Figure (4) shows the comparison of the experimental results given by Table (3) 
and the simulation results of the MCFC model.  
 

 
Figure 4: Comparison of the experimental results and the MCFC model 

 
For all four different fuel gas settings, Figure (3) shows that the cell voltage 

decreased linearly with the fuel utilisation. For the fuel gas setting of 750, 375, and 250 
mA/cm2, the points with the highest fuel utilisation deviate slightly from linearity. 
These points are obtained at a current density of 180 mA/cm2. A performance decrease 
at high current density is expected due to diffusion limitations, an effect not included in 
the model. These points are therefore omitted in the fitting. The MCFC model fits nears 
all the data points, except for those obtained at low fuel utilisation. Generally, a fuel 
cells are normally not operated at low fuel utilisation (i.e., 20≤fu ). Hence, the current 
MCFC model is accurate. 

 
Performance of the SOFC cycles and combined cycle  

The performance of the SOFC cycle, STIG-SOFC cycle and combined cycle are 
evaluated and compared. The operating conditions of the SOFC stack in the cycles used 
in this comparison are the same. The fuel in the combustor is varied to control the 
temperature of anode gas inlet. In all cycles the gas temperature at the anode inlet of 
SOFC stack will be varied in a range between 970 and 1330°C. In this range of the gas 
temperature at the anode inlet the operating temperature of SOFC stack will range 
between 850 and 950°C in the cycles. As a result of that, the MCFC runs in the 
operating temperature range of around 640°C or above. The simulations of the cycles 
are performed at current densities 150 mA/cm.   

Figure (5) shows the effect of decreasing of current density on the cell voltage of 
the SOFC. The load is varied by lowering the current density to 107 mA/cm². Therefore, 
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the fuel flow rate is lowered from 33 to 25 kg/h. The current density is an important 
parameter in cycle performance. When the current density is low, the amount of heat 
produced by the electrochemical reaction is low. Therefore, the overpotential of the 
SOFC decreases and causes an increase of cell voltage of the stack. The Nernst potential 
decreases with increase of temperature of the SOFC, and also the overpotential of the 
SOFC decreases with temperature. Therefore the cell voltage of SOFC reaches a 
maximum value as function of temperature. This maximum is shifted to higher 
temperatures if the current density is lower. As the operating point moves to a lower 
current density, the system becomes more efficient, but requires a greater fuel cell area 
to produce the same amount of power. 

Figure (6) compares the net efficiency of the cycles. The operating temperature 
was changed through changing the heat input in the anode flow, by varying the fuel 
mass flow rate which is burned in the combustor. All net efficiency curves are relatively 
flat. The net efficiency of the combined cycle is bigger than of the STIG-SOFC and 
SOFC cycles. The total fuel consumption in the SOFC, MCFC and the combustor of the 
combined cycle is bigger than of single stage SOFC cycles (Figure (7)). Though the 
total fuel consumption is bigger in the combined cycle, the electrical output of fuel cells 
and gas turbine is also bigger, causing the increase in net efficiency. The net efficiency 
of the STIG-SOFC cycle is bigger than of the SOFC cycle, because of the recuperation 
of part of heat in the exhaust gas.  

 

 
 

Figure 5: Effect of operating temperature on cell voltage of SOFC 
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Figure 6: Net efficiency of the cycles 
 
The gas turbine power of the STIG-SOFC cycle (Figure (8)) is bigger than of the 

SOFC cycle.The increase in the gas turbine power of the STIG-SOFC cycle is caused 
by the mass flow of steam (msteam = 300 kg/h ) which is injected and expanded in the 
gas turbine. As fuel cell can convert fuel energy more efficiently to power than the gas 
turbine, the output power from SOFC is bigger than the gas turbine power of the SOFC 
cycle. Figure (9) shows the effect of increasing the mass flow rate of steam injected to 
the turbine on the turbine power of SOFC-STIG cycle. As more mass flow rate of steam 
is injected in the gas turbine, more power can be produced resulting in an increase of the 
net efficiency of STIG- SOFC cycle (Figure (10)). Steam injected to a gas turbine is 
thus advantageous from the energy use point of view. 

 

 
 

Figure 7: The fuel flow rate to the cycles 
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Figure 8: Fuel cells, Turbines and compressors power 
 

 
 

Figure 9: The effect of the mass flow rate of steam on the gas turbine power 
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Figure 10: The effect of the mass flow rate of steam on the net efficiency 
 
CONCLUSION  

High temperature fuel cells have a great potential for developing highly efficient 
power cycles. They can be combined in two-staged high temperature fuel cells gas 
turbine cycle. Using internal reforming and a good thermal management of the cycle 
can result in very high cycle efficiency.  

In this paper, a new combined cycle which consisting of two-staged SOFC and 
MCFC is proposed. The performance of SOFC cycle, STIG-SOFC cycle and combined 
cycle are evaluated and compared. 

The simulations results show that as more mass flow rate of steam is injected in 
the gas turbine; more power can be produced resulting in an increase of the net 
efficiency of STIG-SOFC cycle. The net efficiency of the combined cycle is 63.5%. On 
the other hand, the net efficiency of STIG-SOFC and SOFC cycles are 54.4% and 
51.8% respectively. In other words, the combined cycle with two-staged SOFC and 
MCFCs gives better net efficiency than the cycles with single- staged SOFC. 
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Nomenclature 
Acell active cell area (m²) 
E  Nernst potential (V) 
F faraday’s constant  (96487 kC kmol-1 ) 
h specific enthalpy (kJ kmol-1 ) 
i current density (A cm-2) 
iL limiting current density (A cm-2) 
p partial pressure (Pa ) 
n molar flow (mol s-1 ) 
PFCs fuel cell stacks electrical power (kW) 
PComp compressor Power (kW) 
Pturb turbine power (kW) 

cvQ&  heat transfer rate in a control volume (kW) 
Q&  heat (kW) 
Rt ohmic resistance of HT-SOFC material (Ω m²) 
R  universal gas constant (8.314 kJ kmol-1K-1) 
Rtot cell resistance of IT-SOFC satck  (Ω cm-2) 
S/C steam-to-carbon ratio 
s specific entropy (kJ kmol-1K-1) 
Tcell cell temperature (°C) 
uf total fuel utilization 
Vcell cell voltage (V) 

actV  activation overpotential (V) 

ohmV  ohmic overpotential (V) 
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concV  concentration overpotential (V) 

cvW&  work transfer rate in a control volume (kW) 
Greek letters  
η  efficiency (%) 

cvσ&  entropy production in a control volume (kW K-1) 
Subscripts and Superscripts 
0 at standard temperature and pressure 
 i initial 
p product 
R reaction or reactants 
 


